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How One Entrepreneur Used 'Get Rich Click' Tactics To Sell $100
Million In Businesses - with Marc Ostrofsky
Watch the full video at:
http://www.domainsherpa.com/marc-ostrofsky-getrichclick-interview
Michael: Hey everyone, my name is Michael Cyger. I’m the publisher of
DomainSherpa.com, the domain name authority.
Today, I’m excited to have a true domain name pioneer on the program.
Joining me is Marc Ostrofsky. Marc is an entrepreneur, speaker and venture
capitalist. He founded, built and sold over $100,000,000 of businesses
starting with only a $5,000 car loan. He’s well known for his record sale of
the domain name Business.com in 1999 for $7,500,000 which landed him in
the Guinness Book of World Records as the most expensive domain name
ever sold. Business.com was sold again in 2007 for $345,000,000, earning
Marc another $2,500,000 plus.
But Marc’s list of achievements only starts there. He was the only pioneer
and founder in the voicemail market. He founded the prepaid phone card
industry. He founded five magazines. He founded 12 trade shows and
founded seven companies. He currently owns stakes in over 150 websites
including Blinds.com, Cufflinks.com, Etickets.com and SummerCamps.com.
He also has a premium domain name portfolio including Bachelor.com,
MutualFunds.com, Photographer.com and Consultants.com. Marc has
appeared in hundreds of media outlets, including in The Today’s Show,
ABC’s 20/20, The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, and USA
Today.
He’s also the author of Get Rich Click, the ultimate guide to making money
on the Internet which includes 17 chapters and 272 pages of ideas, tips,
strategies and actionable tactics for making money on the Internet. And as
you can see, I’ve got quite a few identified in my own personal copy.
Welcome Marc, it’s my honor to have you on the show.
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Marc: Thank you very much. It’s lovely to be here.
Michael: Marc, you have a “who’s who” of endorsements on this book.
Right on the front cover, I see Steve Wozniak “The Woz”, co-founder of
Apple Computer. He says, “Everyone can make money online. My friend
Marc teaches you how in this book.” Dr. Stephen Covey, you know, one of
my all time favorite, 7 Habits of Highly Effective People says, “This easy to
follow book will teach you the ropes to achieve financial success.” Stephen
Covey said that. You’ve got other endorsements all over this place. You’ve
got my favorite guerrilla marketing guy Jay Levinson inside. You’ve got Jack
Canfield, author of Chicken Soup for the Soul. Fantastic endorsements. What
makes this book so unique?
Marc: Probably the first thing is I do it. Most people write the books and
haven’t done it and so I didn’t want to come out first, I wanted to come out
best. And so I took five years to write the book, five years I’ve been working
on this thing and a lot of that was because the market changes so fast, you got
to update. But those people know me, have met me over the years and know
what I’ve been working on and I sent them drafts before I got it done. And if
you look at the book, just as you have done, you’re in the business and you’re
saying, “Wow, this is a helpful book.” And the reason it is, is we took very
meticulous action to give details and not a bunch of junk, so pick a page. The
32 ways to pay for a product, you know most people know Pay per Click or
Pay per Sale. We found 32 ways that you can buy and pay for an item online,
so it’s attention to detail and it’s more of a way of giving back to the industry
because you don’t make money in the book business, you know. It’s just not
a profitable venture.
Michael: Right.
Marc: So, it is what it is.
Michael: It is. Alright, let’s start off with one of the first ideas in your book.
You say there are only a certain number of ways to rich in life. Tell us what
they are.
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Marc: Oh man, you’re going to make me refer back to my writing. We put
inherit it, which is obvious, marry it and I went through that in my first
divorce, she did really well. Invest, you can invest money to get rich, that’s
obvious. You can get lucky, you can win the lottery or some other lucky
event. Number 5 is you can work for a company and that’s the hardest way
with respect to the day to day person but it depends on who you work for and
what you get paid, do you get paid options or any other way of getting
compensated. You can break the law, you can steal the money, you can be a
drug dealer or you can con people. Unfortunately, there’s lots of those but
that’s not an honest way to get wealthy. And the way that I chose and the way
that I profess is entrepreneurship. And entrepreneurship is brain power and
it’s understanding a market, understanding a niche, understanding the players
you are playing with and against. And I literally spend more time when I’m
competing, learning about my competitors than I do my own product. And so
we say there are only seven ways and I defy anybody to come up with
another way that you can make money and get wealthy other than in that list
of seven.
Michael: Great, in your book you discussed a lot of topics like website
optimization, reverse commerce, advertising, affiliate marketing. Do all the
topics center around domain names? In other words—
Marc: No, no, no, not at all.
Michael: Not at all, you don’t need to own a domain name in order to play in
any of these spaces or follow the ideas in the book?
Marc: Well, let’s compare one of the chapters is about comparing a domain
name to real estate and let’s start there if I may. Because the domain name,
we trademarked or quoted as the people who created the statement domain
names are Internet real estate. And that was back in ’94 when I acquired
Business.com and we said that in our press release. And I firmly believe
that’s the basis of the building, the domain name. Then you can build
whatever you want on top, a house, a skyscraper, a storage unit, whatever it
may be. So, the book is not about domain names, it’s about how to get rich
using the Internet as the medium. Domain names are an integral part of it but
they’re passé in many ways to other people. They’re like, yeah, I'll get a
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domain, that’s no big deal. But once I own the domain, the real action is how
to make money from it. So it’s not a domain book at all. It’s just got 1 chapter
on domains.
Michael: Right, but it’s all integrated like you can use domains with all of
the ideas of the book?
Marc: Let’s put it this way. You can’t do anything without the domain or a
domain. You could still get rich using Facebook without a domain name
though. I’ve got in there ways to make money with Facebook and YouTube
and other social media sites without a domain. But having a domain and
using the domain is integral to the real estate business. You can make money
in real estate, buying and flipping and never taking possession or being a
middle man, but that’s not the essence of the real estate business but you
could say you’re in the real estate business. So, I get pass that and say domain
names are simply the dirt at the bottom of the building. But you can buy and
sell that dirt and make a whole life’s living in the domain space and I’ve been
doing that for a long time.
Michael: Great, okay, so I’m going to dig into your book but first I want to
take a step back for a moment, ask you a few questions about Business.com,
the transaction. Most domain investors would kill to have a domain name like
Business.com and they can only dream of a sale, of the magnitude. Was
Business.com the highest you’ve ever paid for a domain name?
Marc: Yeah, I think so. I bought Consulting and Bachelor in a group of
names but I think the individual was $150,000. I paid that for another name
but in relatively it’s about this most I’ve ever personally paid for a name.
Michael: Okay, and was it the highest transaction you’ve ever sold it for?
Marc: No.
Michael: Really? You’ve sold a domain name for higher than 7.5 or 10
million dollars cumulative?
Marc: I got $10,000,000 the same day for another domain.
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Michael: Wow, are you at liberty to say what that domain was?
Marc: Well, it was under nondisclosure at the time, I don’t know today if
that’s still applicable or it makes a difference but I sold Business.com the
same very day I sold eBusiness.com to their competitor.
Michael: Wow, what was it like to negotiate a deal or deals of that
magnitude?
Marc: You know what, it was 30 days after I sold my company for
$35,000,000. I was on a high at the time, it didn’t make a difference. But it
was just like the best 35 days of my life. I had sold the first company for
$35,000,000 cash and we are on a trip celebrating that event, we’re in Mexico
with my lawyer and his wife and some other friends and they started
negotiating on Business.com. We say to one, they offered a million, well I'll
offer two, well I'll offer three, well I'll offer four and we got one up to
7,500,000 and one to 10,000,000 and we sold them the same day.
Michael: Unbelievable. And so on your, when you had your media company
and you sold that for 35,000,000, you didn’t do the negotiations on that, you
had a broker right?
Marc: That’s correct. It’s not a broker, I had an investment banker.
Michael: Okay.
Marc: The key is knowing what you don’t know. It’s a big philosophy in my
world in everything I do. And I hire the best lawyers, the best accountants,
the best of the people I deal with because they know and have made the
mistakes and they usually have years of experience. I thought we’d get
$8,000,000 for the company. They had 5 bids 8, 12, 20, 28 and 35 all for the
same company, the same ibadah and the same ibadah’s we sold for
35,000,000 and I got that in cash upfront and then this deal came within 30
days of that while we’re celebrating the first one, we negotiated the sale of
the second one.
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Michael: And did you actually, so the domain names business was different,
you know, it was basically a domain name, an asset. Did you use an
investment broker or some sort of broker to do that deal as well?
Marc: No.
Michael: You did it yourself?
Marc: Yeah, and actually – well no one had ever done that. No one ever
bought a domain name for that kind of money. I had an agreement to buy it
from the gentleman in London for $75,000 and I went to my father who’s a
business professor and said, “Do you think I should do this?” And his
comment was, “Do you have the money?” I said, “Yeah.” He said, “Do you
need that money for another investment?” I said, “No, it’s in the bank earning
interest.” He said, “How much interest do does it earn?” I said, “2%.” He
said, “Can you make more than 2% with the other asset?” I said, “Yeah, I
think so.” So I went back to buy it and the guy bumped the price from 75 to
150 on the day of the night before the sale. And so when I sold it for
$7,500,000 he was the first person I let know.
Michael: So you didn’t actually even own the domain name, you sold it
before you bought it.
Marc: No, no, no, no, no, I bought it in ’94. And when I bought it, the guy
screwed me the night before I bought it.
Michael: Got you, the night before.
Marc: And I held it planning to build a magazine called Business.com,
because I saw the Internet as a business medium where as it was mostly being
used for sex and for information but not for business. And I saw the Internet
as a business commerce site. And in fact, I'll tell you something that I’ve not
told another journalist, if you go to the USPTO Patent and Trademark Office
and type in .com, you will see that I filed a trademark on .com. The
trademark office couldn’t understand what it was. They couldn’t grant it
because they didn’t know what I was talking about but I do have it on filing
way back when.
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Michael: Yeah, I actually went to the USPTO yesterday, whereas I was
preparing for this interview and I typed in your name and I saw that you’ve
registered Business.com, you tried to register a bunch of other things and I
saw that tried, you put in a trademark registration for .com as a business
magazine.
Marc: Yeah I—
Michael: I was going to ask you about that.
Marc: Well, I really wanted it just so I could get a dollar a year from every
domain owner. That was the real goal. It didn’t work but I tried.
Michael: Love it.
Marc: And I figure if you don’t try, you got no chance.
Michael: Love it. So, when you’re selling Business.com and eBusiness.com,
how do you even know where to start in negotiation? It’s a magnitude that
nobody has ever been at before. You start at 10,000,000 million, negotiate
down to 7,500,000? Do you—
Marc: No, no, no, not at all. We had an offer of a million and I called this
competitor who I knew and said that he wants to buy it for a million, the guy
said I'll buy two. They were flush with cash. This is in the day when they
raised hundreds of millions on ideas and as they used to say, you could stick
your finger in the ground in Silicon Valley and up pull your finger was $100
bill attached.
They had that kind of money. So, two and then it got to three and then it got
four and I did the same thing the investment bankers do. I kept going back
and forth until I had it and they were both at the pressure point and they both
said that’s it. And one of them luckily said, “Okay, I'll tell you what, I'll pay
you 10 million but I want eBusiness.” I said, “Okay, I'll do that.” And so the
surprise was the other one was under nondisclosure and we didn’t disclose it
and that was what we ended up with.
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Michael: Amazing. And so the money transfers into your bank account via
wire. You closed both transactions.
Marc: No, that’s not the way it went down, and in the book it says that. I put
a put right, I had done another deal where, do you know who Pinky Brand is?
Michael: Yes.
Marc: Okay, so Pinky and I were partners and when we sold that company,
Pinky got options or rights to buy stock in the future, I didn’t and he made a
lot of money doing that, I didn’t do that because he went with the company, I
didn’t. So I said, you know what, I’m going to learn from my mistake,
because that probably cost me $5,000,000 or $10,000,000 million dollars,
that one error cost me that much money, because had I known the options
were free, I could have asked for them and I didn’t. So this time I said I want
a put right and a put right for any of those of you who don’t know means I
have the right to transfer money or stock whichever I buy with money or
stock at a certain date. So it said, the deal is for that amount of money, the
deal is closed. Now, I’m flushed with cash, I don’t need the cash today, I
have a right in the future to take cash or stock, let’s wait and see how the
company does. If the company does really great, I can make a lot more
money.
Which is what I did. The actual numbers were never disclosed and actually
the number you talked about wasn’t actually correct, I got more than that
when it closed. I own 3% of Business.com. You can do the math; it’s sold for
345,000,000. So, it wasn’t $2,000,000 when the company was sold, it was
over $10,000,000.
So, if you took the cash I got and the stock I got, it was well over what they
sold Sex.com sold for. And they’re claiming that was the biggest, these guys
just lie through their teeth and we’ll leave it at that. They announced the same
$13,000,000 several times and it was proven in court they lied, because they
got into an argument and that reality got to hit the court level and they didn’t
sell it for $13,000,00, it was all fiction, but the guys behind it wanted the
publicity so that’s what they announced.
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Michael: Got it.
Marc: So, it is what it is.
Michael: I want to try and spend as much time as we can talking about your
book, Get Rich Click. I’m going to run people through some chapters that I
thought were really interesting and useful for people. Give everybody an idea
of what they can expect when they buy this book. So, in Chapter 1, you
talked about creating a mind set to get rich. What is the Get Rich Click mind
set?
Marc: You have to kind of know what you don’t know. Don’t think you can
do it all and if you can’t do it, I’m sitting here with my partner who’s a tech
guru today right before you called for three hours learning more about Skype
and learning about my new cell phone. We actually took a picture, it’s the
funniest picture. I'll see if I can show it. We took a picture of us trying to
sync all of our products right? I’m going to see if I can show you this. It’s the
funniest picture, hold on.
Michael: And I love this because—
Marc: Let’s see if you can view the picture.
Michael: I can see that, and I love it because now, everybody that’s
downloading this interview and listening to it while they’re working out is
going to have to come back and watch the video to see what the picture that’s
on your phone.
Marc: That picture is an iPad, two laptops, two computers and a phone and a
new iPad trying to learn how to sync them all. But you know, you know very
few people can do it all. So my partner is really good in what I’m not and I’m
pretty good in what he’s not and it works but you got to find that relationship
to really make things click. And I don’t mean that in a funny sense because of
the name of the book but it’s true, they got to click. So you hire your
weaknesses and know your limits and know you don’t know it all and find
people who know more than you do. That’s a very important mindset. And I
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deal with a lot of kids, they’re going, I want to make money, I want to make
money, I want to make money. That’s not how you need to think, money is
what keeps score but the real game is knowing what you don’t know and
filling in your weaknesses so you have the best chance of success.
Michael: Makes sense. Alright, in Chapter 2 you talked about an idea called
reverse commerce. Can you tell everybody what reverse commerce is?
Marc: It’s reverse ecommerce and let me back up before I got forward. I
invested and became a partner in a company that was selling blinds online.
My friend called it NoBrainerBlinds.com. I said…
Michael: That was the domain name that they launched under when they first
started.
Marc: And they had a retail, two retail sites here in Houston. The retail sites
did a $1,000,000 with a $100,000 in profit, the two sites together whereas the
online site did $1,000,000 and had, you know $500,000 in profit. The
numbers weren’t even close, one you could grow and one you couldn’t in a
big way. So, I said, I'll invest, I'll find other investors. I’m on the board, we
control the company, you and I, but we must buy Blinds.com as part of the
deal and rename the company. Today, that company does over $70,000,000
online and we have no retail. Now, let’s answer your question. The game that
I learned with that company was we have no blinds. We have no physical
product. We have no inventory. We have no warehouse. We have no shipping
dock. Nothing. We have a virtual sale of a physical product. What that meant
was, we could sell blinds. We take the order. We electronically send it to the
manufacturer. They print, they make them custom and drop ship them and we
don’t touch the product. If you look at that and you figure out what that
means, it means you can sell something that you don’t own and you don’t
even have to take inventory of the product. So, let’s take that down to the
person watching this video. I like to teach on the TV shows, you can make
money with no money, that’s reverse ecommerce. What does that mean? And
every interviewer asked me ‘prove that to me’. So, you take a camera or a
cell phone and you go take a picture of something that you think you can sell.
Let’s say, I think I can sell this pair of glasses. Take a picture of it. List it on
the Internet. Sell it. Collect the money then fulfill it. But if I didn’t own the
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glasses, I could still do the same sale. So, reverse ecommerce by definition
that we define it as selling something, collecting the money and then buying
it and fulfilling it but don’t buy it until you’ve sold it.
Michael: And you’ve did this yourself back in college. You have a story of
how you used to visit some sorority houses.
Marc: That’s right.
Michael: Can you tell us that story?
Marc: I can tell you part of that story. Sorority, young ladies at the
University of Texas where I was in college, loved their jewelry. And I knew
how to buy jewelry wholesale and so I went to the jeweler. I gave them my
dad’s credit card. I said, I want $3,000, I think it was $3,000, it’s in the book,
worth of jewelry, wholesale. I then would show that jewelry to the sororities
that I would set market up to $6,000 but…
Michael: You would physically go into the sororities, set up a table, lay out
the jewelry that you did not pay for…
Marc: Correct. It was all on loan, right?
Michael: Right.
Marc: And you could do that in any business as long they have credit against
it or some means to guarantee that you’ll pay it back.
Michael: Right.
Marc: So, let’s assume of the $3,000, we sell $1,500 at wholesale. So, let’s
look at the numbers, you’ve got $3,000 in jewelry at wholesale that normally
in a retail store will be $9,000 to $12,000, it’s not $6,000, it’s $9,000 or
$12,000 because jewelry marks up bigger. I sell 3 for 6, so if I sold $1,500 of
the $3,000. I made $1,500 and I returned the guy’s jewelry. He charged me
$1,500. I pay it back and I’m clearing $1,500, so it’s the perfect business.
That’s why people have banks to borrow money to go sell, pay the bank back
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and you’ve got what remains. The problem is banks won’t loan money unless
you have money.
So you’ve got to convince someone, somewhere that you’re good for what
you want. So I have a friend that in the last couple of days borrowed money
from a friend, bought and sold concert tickets but kept all the money and
never paid back the money they borrowed, that don’t work, then they won’t
ever loan you money again. So, you had a great margin on that original sale
but that falls down into the deal, steal or con mechanism.
Michael: Right, right, exactly. Alright, in Chapter 3 of your book, you
provide 10 great reasons to own a generic domain name, which were ideal for
letters to perspective buyers when you’re trying to sell a domain name. I’m
not going to ask you to go over it, I just want to tell our audience that the
price of this book is worth it alone for just get an access to those 10 great
reasons that you can use to convince a buyer that a domain name is worth
purchasing. In Chapter 4 you talked about ways to make money in
advertising and pay per action. One of the tactics is called Internet
Advertising Arbitrage. Can you tell us what that is?
Marc: It doesn’t exist as much today as it did, but think of it this way,
arbitrage is buying low and selling high or buying high and selling low and
being able to make money that way and there is way to do that with stock.
But arbitrage is buying and selling simultaneously, so in the stock business,
you know all the day traders would buy and sell at the same time and hope to
make a dollar times a thousand shares at the same moment and that still exists
to some degree but as more people figured it out the margins got thinner and
thinner, so the differential wasn’t there.
In the domain space, you can literally find a buyer for domain for $100, know
you can it from the other guy for $50 and do the deal and make that happen.
But in Internet traffic, there still exist a differential. So, let’s assume you buy
the keyword cufflinks, which is one of our companies and you buy the
keyword cufflinks for $2 at Google. But I can buy the keyword “cufflinks” at
a smaller search engine or from another website for $0.20 because they don’t
have a lot of people competing over the value of that keyword. It doesn’t
mean that keyword is less valuable because I’m buying it from a smaller guy
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over here and over at Google they have a lot of people that wanted it, means
this guy has more traffic but it doesn’t mean that this guy’s traffic is any less
valuable. This guy over here might own ABC Cufflinks and he shuts the site
down but he still got traffic. So I go to him and say, I want to buy all your
traffic for $0.20 a click. I then set up a domain and I’m selling the traffic over
here to Google at $1 a click, because Google is selling it to me for $2. So,
you have to understand the infrastructure, it ranges from the wholesale buyers
selling it for, getting a free click, he sells it to me to $0.20, I sell it to the
domain name, Cufflinks.com for $0.20 a click. If Cufflinks.com wasn’t using
that traffic which we do because we sell cufflinks, we could have a splash
page on there from Google and sell that click to Google for $1 and Google is
selling it to another site for $2. But when you understand it what I did is I
understood the game, I then played at every angle. I bought the domain name
business. I got in the affiliate business. I got in the cufflink business, owning
the site. And then I got in the site, the site where I was buying traffic and I
was making money off of the other traffic that I wasn’t buying.
Michael: That makes sense.
Marc: That’s to me the way to play. It’s fun.
Michael: Right. And you actually, in Chapter 7 where you talked about
affiliate marketing, it sort of ties in to this arbitrage idea. You gave an
example of your friend, Adrian Morrison?
Marc: Adrian, yeah, Adrian and Anthony Morrison is a friend of mine who
runs infomercials and Adrian is his brother and Adrian was playing that game
at a big level. So, there are, many, if you really understand the market, there
are many opportunities in between the buying and the selling, that’s where
profit is made. And if you understand what’s the lowest way to buy and
what’s the highest way to sell, you’re going to make money in the middle.
But in the world of affiliate marketing, there are people that will pay for
certain things, a buyer, a lead, any other way that they want to buy, you can
find a way to sell to them and make the difference.
Michael: Right. And the trick is to know what traffic is out there to be
purchased, at what cost and how much affiliates are willing to pay or how
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much you can make on a cost per click basis if you send it to your domain
name. So, how do you figure that out? How you, like on a brand new site like
Facebook, how do you figure out what traffic there is to purchased, at what
cost and how much you can make…
Marc: Well, the first thing you do is if you buy the book from me, I’m going
to give you free credit. I have a deal with Amazon. I have a deal with Google
and MySpace and several others where we’re giving away free advertising so
that people can test it. One of the, as you’ve read in the book, the best way to
make a lot of money is to learn the difference between the buy and the sell
price. So, if you can buy traffic cheap and you become an expert at buying
eyeballs that want certain information, you can convert that data into money.
So, I went and got Google and all these other sites to say give me credits that
I can give away so people can learn how to buy traffic, okay? So, if you buy
the book, we’re going to send you coupons good for, Drake how much is the
coupon at Google? $50 or $75 bucks? It’s either $50 or $75 free use, no
hidden agenda. We’ll give you a code. You log in. Get a new account and I'll
give you $50 or $75 bucks free.
Michael: Free money, go out and spend it free traffic.
Marc: You then test keywords, free eyeballs. They want you to learn how to
buy their traffic and they’re so confident they’re going to give you a free
sample.
Michael: So, I can go to Amazon, buy this book and have it delivered or I
can go to your website GetRichClick.com, buy it and you’ll send me a free a
coupon for Google AdWords and…
Marc: We’ve got over 700 so far and we keep trying to get more $700 and
free coupons. They don’t cost me a penny, I just know how to get them. So, I
got them and I give them to everyone who buys the book.
Michael: Fantastic. Alright, so it definitely pays for the book multiple times
over.
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Marc: That’s how I recommend people learn the business. We wanted to
give a very compelling reason to spend 19 bucks to buy a book and make it
worth that. Now you know the essence of the book gives a lot more value but
that’s absolute value. I don’t know how to make it better than that.
Michael: That’s a good value. Chapters 5 and 6 talk about ways to optimize
a website for search engines as well as 16 ways to attract more traffic. My
fellow Seattleite and friend, Rand Fishkin, who’s the founder of SEO
software, SEOmoz.org wrote chapter 6 for your book.
Marc: Yeah.
Michael: It’s a fantastic guide to search engine optimization. It really is a
wonderful read.
Marc: Do you know Rand hasn’t seen the book, you might tell him. We got
permission, they have so much good information at SEOmoz that I found this
and edited out what parts I thought were valuable and said, can I use this, I'll
give you complete credit. And we put it in the book as a whole chapter
because it was that good.
Michael: It is good, I will attest to that. Okay, so you’ve got a whole chapter
just devoted to domain names, which is near and dear to most of the
DomainSherpa.com audience. We discussed your sale of Business.com in the
introduction. On page 122 you say and it’s a quote, ‘with the possible
exception of international domain names, a buy and hold domain name
strategy will not work today in a majority of cases’, why is that?
Marc: Wow, that’s an interesting comment, it’s an interesting question. The
answer in my opinion and I’m not giving legal advice here, let’s be clear. I’m
a believer in one word generic domains, mutualfunds, I will call heartdisease
one word, consulting but below that one or two really unbelievable generic
keywords. You’ve got multiple words, so let’s take cufflinks.
We own Cufflinks.com but there are several thousand other domains with the
word cufflinks.com. Then you’ve got other top level domains with the word
cufflinks, now you’re going to have, not even the top level domains but the
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secondary domains and the international domains. What’s happening is, in an
old world where real estate was confined, let’s back up Aspen, Colorado is so
incredibly valuable real estate because they cannot build their land lock.
This is the city. They can’t go this way and they don’t allow them to go this
way their land locked. The real estate will always be valuable unless there’s
some other contamination reason because they can’t build. Vail, Colorado is
this big but they continue to grow because they can, you know there’s more
room to grow up the mountain and across the mountain and down the valley,
so it’s not as valuable real estate. The domain space, this started as .com then
.biz, .info, .org, now it’s this big, now it’s this big and this is going to be so
big it’s off the screen, the value has to drop because there are so many people
competing. Let me give you a question that most of your people never
thought of. What happens if Google enables and finds a way that when you
type in the cufflinks, it automatically goes to cufflinks.google? And Google
owns it.
And Google sells that traffic to someone at a higher price. The possibilities
for what Google could do to wipeout the domain market are staggering. But
the reality is, I don’t think that’ll happen anytime soon but we are a believer
that .com is the gold standard and no matter what you add if there’s someone
advertising a .moby, .com is going to get some of that traffic because people
are still attuned to .com. The younger crowd as they grow up will start to be
used to using the other top level domains and that in essence will make that
market flourish that much more. I’m not a believer to invest your savings in a
big chunk, in a group of domains that are not .com or maybe .biz and .info.
I’m a big buyer of biz and info names because I believe those are still
undervalued. And I like the .info and .biz category quite a bit. I don’t own
domains in .moby. I do own .eu because the European Union was like an 800
number overlay for Europe. And so I bought .eu, I bought .info, I buy .com
and .biz.
Michael: Okay, so you own the domain name mutualfunds.com. It’s a
fantastic domain name. It’s parked that looks like it’s parked, it’s got some
ads on it. I’m amazed that no mutual fund company has purchased it from
you.
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Marc: You know what?
Michael: Why is holding that domain name still a good idea? According to
your reasoning…
Marc: Because that is the name of an industry and it’s a .com. So I own the
name of the industry and it’s a .com. If you’re going to hold anything, to me
that’s what you hold.
Michael: Okay.
Marc: So, if you buy a car, the top 30 brands don’t go up in value, but if you
buy a Ferrari, it might very well go up in value. Your odds of going up are
the top echelon small percentage, and I’m a believer in most markets, the
better piece that you own, you’re better off owning the smallest house on a
valuable street. You’re better off owning the one word generic .com versus
50 non generic .coms in that space.
Michael: I understand what you’re saying now, okay. So, some domain
names are worth holding but if it’s not an industry defining domain name that
will appreciate over time it might actually depreciate when Google buys
.google or .mutualfunds get released or what have you.
Marc: I think without a doubt that’s the case. Now, you know there are
always exceptions to the rule, but in my world, I don’t play in these other
spaces because it’s too speculative. Now, if you get in on the land rush and if
you get the word hotels and if it’s in a .moby, hotels.moby is valuable. Or
hotels.russia or hotels.japan. Those kind of things have value. Are they a
hold? Or are they—you better sell it soon because at some point it’s got a
value change because someone else will come in.
Michael: Right. Understand.
Marc: That’s my belief.
Michael: Yeah, okay on page 118, you talked about Frank Schilling being a
success story. I think Frank is sort of the poster child for success stories. He
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owns 380,000 domains. He started buying them when they weren’t valued
and he went, you know, all in. His portfolio is now worth $350,000,000 to
$500,000,000 because he had the vision. Clearly Frank took an enormous
risk, tremendous businessman. But isn’t Frank just success remnant of the
past? Can someone repeat what Frank has done today?
Marc: No, no, they can’t, not with the current market. If something else
happen they could, if you get…
Michael: What would that be?
Marc: Okay, so, I like to play in games where I have a competitive
advantage. Venture Capital backs people that have a competitive advantage.
If you and I went in with a business plan and you had the
bestmutualfunds.com and I had mutualfunds.com and we had everything else
the same, I’d get the backing before you would.
So, competitive advantage is key. When .biz and .info came out, I didn’t want
to play the game that everyone else played. I actually became a registrar and
then got the name. So, Go Daddy submitted 200,000 and these aren’t real
numbers, 200,000 and Network Solutions said I want 50,000 and someone
else said register.com so I want 300,000. I put in my application for 200. So,
they went around the way the computer gave them out, you like a deck of
cards, you get one, you get one, you get one, you get one. After the first
round of 200, I was out the lottery and I got 180 of them. They got 180
random wins, I got the 180 I wanted because I understood the system. Now,
take that knowledge, you now, anyone who has watched this has learned it.
Now how do you apply it? Even though you didn’t do it, how do you take my
knowledge and benefit from it? If you can create a competitive advantage
situation in the domain space that could be valuable, you could make some
big money. The only way that I think you can do that is A, there are many
ways, but the ways that I would see are lock up a bunch of domains in a
category at certain price and flip them to someone for a package, do the work
to lock up mutual funds, growth funds, this funds, that funds and go sell the
package and have a guaranteed buy price and then go sell it for higher than
that. Or let’s say, you believe you have had an in and a good relationship to
get .hotels and you want to submit to own .hotels because you see the vision
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that you can take that, you’ll own it and then you can parcel those out and
make a lot of money. So you apply to get .hotels in the upcoming I can game,
because I think I can really screw the world by the way. If you can create a
competitive advantage situation, you can make the big bucks fast, but the
odds of creating that are slim because everyone is thinking that way. I’d
rather see you buy and sell, buy and sell, getting really good at a particular
niche. You say to someone who is looking for financial traffic, I can get a lot
of financial traffic from these assets and let me buy them and sell them to
you. I had a guy that was selling me domain names when I was partnered
with Howard Schultz at iREIT and he was a poker player, some of you know
him and he was literally one of the world’s best poker players and he’s a
domainer. But he knew odds and knew numbers a lot better than anyone I’ve
ever met. And every three to four weeks he’s sell me 20 to $40,000 worth of
domains that he had bought because he knew how to buy them and he knew
the multiple we were paying and he could buy them and flip them, buy them
and flip them all day long, take the spread and go gamble with it. And he
didn’t hold them, he split every time. Everyone’s got a different competitive
way to play the game. It’s all about knowledge and competitive advantage.
Michael: Definitely. Alright, Marc I would be remiss if I didn’t talk about
failures. You know, we talked about your success, you’ve sold so many
companies, you started so many companies, you’ve been on the winning end
but every entrepreneur experiences failure, no matter what. Anyone who says
that they don’t, they’re probably lying. The key is how they overcome the
failures. What business did you think was going to be successful but
ultimately failed and what do you think learn from it?
Marc: I started a tradeshow company called The Home and Family
Computing Super Show. It was a tradeshow, it was CES for consumers. I
knew that when I went to CES, it was a kid in a candy store and everyone I
talked to said, I’d love get in to that show.
So, I came back and I got Microsoft. I got Ziff Davis which is a publishing
company. I got Apple, HP. I got all the majors to agree to support it and
sponsor it and then I would go around the country and I held shows. So, I put
together this amazing show, it was come see, touch, feel, and play with the
latest in technology, still sounds good today.
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Went to all these convention centers through this amazing show. And for
those four days or three days times four cities which is 12 days, I made really
good money. I had the sponsorship. I had the computers that were given to
me. I had the software. I had exhibitors. I had attendees paying to come in the
show, everything worked. But I didn’t plan that the day after the last show, I
would have 11 months before I have another show times 15 staff.
And so one month later there is $30,000 in staff. And another month later
there is $30,000 in staff or it’s actually $45,000. After three or four months of
this I’m going, oh my god, I got a real problem here. And I had to shut the
whole thing down.
Now, I shut down because Ziff Davis said that was such a good show, we’re
going to our client Microsoft and we’re going to launch a competitor. And
what happened is they split the market. So, at the same time, I had created a
grand slam winning hit. Ziff Davis competed with me by getting Microsoft to
support them, they had a better relationship with Microsoft than I did. And
the funny thing was we killed the tradeshow the same week. We both split the
baby in half and said we can’t make it work and the decision was to pull the
plug and on a Monday, I announced it, on a Wednesday, they announced and
there was no show. Where there was two shows now, there was no show.
Michael: Right, unbelievable.
Marc: It was really a shame.
Michael: And so you learn the importance of cash flow in that business?
Marc: It was cash flow. It was planning. It was management. It was looking
ahead. It was planning what’s a three month plan, a six month plan and you
don’t plan the income as much as you plan the outgo. So, many people plan
their business plan and they don’t do the numbers.
That’s complete bullshit. If you give me a business plan, it’d better start with
the numbers. People don’t do it and it’s amazing how many people come to
me and they haven’t done the numbers and they go I’ve got them in my head,
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no, you don’t. What the, the most of them don’t do is put in the value of
themselves. So, you got entrepreneurs that write business plans, have they put
into that business plan how much they would make if they work somewhere
else. If you’re worth $100,000 at another job and you do two years, you
better put in $200,000 because that’s what you’re giving up by not working
somewhere else. But they don’t, you know, you got to live and learn.
Michael: Yeah. Aright, we’ve only got a few minutes left with you. Let’s
see, okay, here’s how I want to end the interview, last question. Too many
people have an idea, they spend five minutes researching it on the Internet
only to discover that somebody else is doing it already, then they give up.
What advice do you have for that person in that situation?
Marc: I don’t agree with that at all. If someone else is doing it, they’re doing
because it makes money. So, don’t give up if they’re making money, that’s a
good sign not a bad sign. You just have to be better at it than they are. There
are so many ideas that people come to me with but it’s the implementation of
the ideas that really works. Know what you can do, hire your weaknesses,
know that if other people are doing it, it’s probably making money and if you
stick with it, you’ll learn fast enough especially in the Internet world, what’s
working and what’s not working and you’ve got to know what you don’t
know.
You can go into this thinking you know how to do something and not know it
and then have to hire someone to do it which cost time, which cost money,
which just means you’re not doing something else. You know I always laugh
people say, my wife spends a lot of money. I say, does she have job? They
say, no. I said, if you get her a job, she’ll spend less. They say, why? I said,
because she’ll be so busy, she won’t have time to go spend as much.
So, if she’s not working, if she spend the money and she’s not working, that’s
biggest outflow you’ve got. If she’s working and spending money, you’ve
probably got less outflow. And if she’s working really hard and she
understands the value of money, both things are working for you. It’s exactly
the same in all the business context that you’re dealing with. You got to get
spend less and make more and create that spread in whatever it is you’re
doing.
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Michael: Right, makes sense.
Marc: And planning is the ultimate key. And learn as much as you can from
other people’s mistakes. Why not read about it and then know that’s a good
idea or on this $75 free with Google, use that to test. See if you spend that
correctly. Why would you go spend real money when you can get 75 free
dollars? It’s using what’s out there and thinking about it.
You get really good at it really quickly as an entrepreneur and you know.
When we started this call, you had 20 things you had to do because you knew
from past things I’ve got to make sure the lighting is right. I’ve got to make
sure the audio is right. If you were starting out, you wouldn’t do those same
things.
Michael: Right. Yes, great advise. Alright, here is the book again, Get Rich
Click, the ultimate guide to making money on the Internet. Your web address
where people can go and learn more Marc is GetRichClick.com. It’s available
for preorder on Amazon right now. It goes on sale May 2nd. You’re on
Twitter. You’re on Facebook. What are those handles Marc?
Marc: Oh, I think they’re both Get Rich Click aren’t they?
Michael: Get Rich Click.
Marc: Get Rich Click.
Michael:
Okay, Twitter slash, Twitter.com/getrichclick and
Facebook.com/getrichclick. Marc, thank you so much for taking the time and
doing the interview with me today.
Marc: Always enjoy it. Anytime we can talk, let me know.
Michael: I appreciate it. Thank you. And guys come back to DomainSherpa
and give me your feedback. Type your comments and question at the bottom
of the page and we’ll see if we can get Marc to answer a few of them. Thank
you all for watching. I'll see you on DomainSherpa.
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Watch the full video at:
http://www.domainsherpa.com/marc-ostrofsky-getrichclick-interview
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